Can the way Sherlock Holmes solves his cases be compared with the way physicians work? A question that must be answered is: how can the work of a detective like Holmes be characterized? In short, every story starts with a crime, for example a murder, followed by a lot of facts and events relating to it. It is up to Holmes to put the pieces together by posing the right questions at the right time, and more than that, to have an open mind for seemingly unimportant details. Despite the incompleteness offacts and clues Holmes succeeds in completing the jigsaw puzzle, creating a total image of causes and effects.
For Peschel and Peschel! this idea of putting together a jigsaw puzzle is a metaphor applicable to both the work of detectives and physicians: 'Diagnosing an illness is often like trying to put together a complicated jigsaw puzzle with the hitch that you cannot have all the pieces'.
This argument however gives rise to some problems. The way a jigsaw puzzle is put together carries important analogies with the process of writing a detective story. It can help us to understand the problematic relation between story and reality. When buying a puzzle you are provided with both the pieces of the puzzle and a picture of all the pieces in the right place. This picture is important when making the puzzle. It functions as a guiding principle or paradigm. In a detective story, the known outcome in the author's mind gives the protagonist of the novel, for instance Holmes, not only the confidence that all facts and events (pieces of the puzzle) must be present, but also that they can be placed in a logical, understandable and acceptable totality that binds all the fragments. Three characteristics of the Holmes story can be derived from the jigsaw metaphor:
(1) Holmes moves seemingly unfalteringly to a final outcome. As in the jigsaw puzzle, this is made possible by writing the detective story in a backward direction, from end to beginning. Thanks to what Holmes is 'at the end' (seeing the complete image of the puzzle) he can be what he is 'at the beginning' (the one who is going to solve the problem).
(2) As the story forms a logical whole in the end, all previous considerations and hypotheses can be a posteriori understood as true, misleading or false (How could I have been so foolish to think ... ).
(3) The Holmes novel never contains coincidences. In other words, it's never due to chance but to genius that Holmes recognizes a piece of the puzzle in some accidental fact. Ifwe take these characteristics of most detective novels into account, it appears that the main feature is the reversal of time. As soon as this fictional characteristic is forgotten, the reader is teased in forgetting the distinction between novel and reality. In the mind of the reader the novel is considered to be a reality.
A case history In most medical case histories, a similar reversal of time takes place. In order to understand medical practice, it is essential to distinguish between what is happening in reality and the specific way in which reality is represented in a case history.
Peschel and Peschel present the case history of a man who was admitted to the medical service of a hospital. Although blood tests revealed massive liver necrosis, no cause was found, in spite of technical facilities to look for the pieces of the puzzle, like CT scan, markers in the blood, ultrasound patterns, etc. While the patient recovers, the cause of the liver necrosis remained mysterious. Only the very day before leaving the hospital the patient had a slip of the tongue: "A day or two before I got sick, I inhaled some type of fumes at the dry cleaner's". Finally the doctors were given the clue they wanted desperately. The man was poisoned by carbon tetrachloride.
Taking a critical view of this case history used to demonstrate the Holmes-like character of the physicians' activities, without the 'clue' the case would not have been solved. In reality however, the patient recovered without this clue. Besides, it is a coincidence that the clue was given. Also it is true to say that medical training is needed to comprehend that it was a clue to understanding the cause of liver necrosis. Therefore we must conclude that the logical relation between point of departure and outcome exists only in the final description of the case. In reality though, the relation between the attempts to establish a proper history and the diagnosis of carbon tetrachloride poisoning is much less obviously logical. The final success to establish a diagnosis is wrongfully ascribed to the entire diagnostical process. As with the Holmes' detective stories, the case histories appearing in medical journals have been written with the outcome in mind. For Peschel and Peschel as physicians the outcome was a surprise with no relation to previous considerations. But for Peschel and Peschel as authors of the case history, the case took the place of reality. In this function, they reduce reality to one line of reasoning, one logical whole. In our view this reduction leaves out all difficulties of medical practice with the physician working on several levels at once. Before we elaborate this we want to show that there are other ways of writing a detective story. Baskerville. Although William is required to solve the mystery of an accumulating series of murders in a monastery and thus to act as a detective, the novel is not a detective story a la Holmes. It consists of several, more or less parallel, levels. Only one of the levels concerns the detective-perspective as such. As a consequence it is hard for William to tell which perspective or level is needed to explain what is going on. The theological pattern William assumes and follows leads him to the solution. But afterwards it turns out to be the wrong pattern. The outcome was not the result of what he thought. Perhaps it is better to conclude that the fact that William was present, in search for the solution, is more important than a strictly logical way of reasoning.
Sherlock Holmes and William of Baskerville
Contrary to the Holmes novel, there is no singular theory to explain all things that occurred. Instead there is a complex of motives, coincidences and perspectives. Therefore, in this novel with its many levels and open ends, some questions remain unanswered even though the case is solved. There's no 'complete picture', but an open structure. We believe that medical practice can be described in a way similar to the novel of Eco.
Different levels of medical practice
Medical practitioners use concepts, clinical pictures, that are derived from previous experiences, to tackle a new problem. These clinical pictures are used as a guiding principle (like the picture when making a jigsaw puzzle) to conduct the investigations. Here, the first problem arises. Although one may stress that a physician must take a proper history, this is very rarely done without having more than one likely outcome in mind. Even proper history taking may, by adopting one guiding principle rather than another, follow a 'wrong' path. It must be stressed that the chosen path must be followed to find out it is 'wrong'. This is strongly connected to the fact that one complaint could lead to different diagnosis, because many signs and symptoms belong to more than one clinical picture.
The second problem is that most of the available clinical pictures are probable. This means that the same diagnosis could be arrived at on the basis of different signs and symptoms. Most full clinical pictures are constructs consisting of a fixed set of possible and more or less likely signs and symptoms. It is not always necessary that all the signs and symptoms mentioned in the clinical picture are actually present to make a diagnosis bearing the same name as the clinical picture. The full clinical picture is seldom seen. So it is possible that two patients with the same diagnosis have different complaints, depending on which combination of signs and symptoms of the full clinical picture is coming to the fore.
The above demonstrates that medical practice is lacking the absolute certainty of a Holmes-like detective story. This sense of certainty crumbles even further ifwe introduce yet another level. When telling about their complaint, some patients may present their medical practitioner with a set of known symptoms, sometimes amazingly close to a clinical picture. After investigation however no discernible somatic substrate is found. Many of these patients with a real medical complaint, that is a complaint known in medical theory, can not be helped with this theory. The search for explanations in order to understand these patients is bound to another forum of understanding problems, for instance a psychological or even a cultural one. Although not surprisingly, the problem in medical practice is how to know in advance which levells) of explanation will be the most fruitful.
As a final problem in the diagnostic process we like to put an emphasis on the variety of attitudes towards disease. Even when there is a real medical problem, the patient may not give all the necessary information, for instance because of feelings of guilt or anxiety based on certain cultural meanings attached to feared diseases. The attitude towards disease is also important following diagnosis. In the detective story, there is nothing subsequent to the solution. The case is solved and all lived happily ever after. In medicine however the story goes on when the diagnosis is made and certainly not everybody enjoys a happy life afterwards. The right diagnosis from a medical point of view may be a wrong one from the patient's point of view. Here the moral nature of medicine becomes apparent. Far from being acceptable, a diagnosis can be painful and very hard to integrate in a person's life. So instead of ending with 'a completed puzzle', it is sometimes more like beginning with a few pieces and ending with nothing.
The physician and Sherlock Holmes
Using Sherlock Holmes as a paradigm for medical practice is only a partial truth. The investigations of the physician are a mixture of a logical, Holmeslike type and of a hermeneutical or semiological, Baskerville-like type. It is almost inevitable that during the process of medical investigation only one of the levels will be followed, although a posteriori another, none or even more than one of them was right. This uncertainty in medical practice is removed when rewriting the case histories following the 'winning' level.
Perhaps, the genius detective is what the patient hopes to meet when he goes to the physician for a consultation. Perhaps he expects that every action undertaken by the physician is part of a solid plan, only the physician knows of, leading to a happy end. Perhaps this is the way the physician likes to see himself. It may be even true that from this image, the physician may get his motivation to do his work and to continue his investigations to the end. But from a cultural point of view there is also a danger involved when the partial truth is taken for the whole truth. Medicine becomes the discipline that knows how to solve all our problems and the physician becomes the modern representative of the Saviour. In our opinion, the more this is believed, the more it will be counterproductive for the work of the physician.
